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What Are the Benefits of This Upgrade? 
By adding the PurePro HF-8367 RO Booster Pump to your system, you 
no longer need to worry about a lack of pressure from your homes 
water supply.  

With higher water pressure, your RO/DI system will produce more RO 
production water with less wastewater and a much lower TDS value 
on your RO production water, which will also dramatically reduce 
your DI resin replacement costs. 

This upgrade kit provides everything you need to upgrade your system with a booster pump, 
including a high and low-pressure switch to detect when your water reservoir is full and disable 
the booster pump accordingly.

SAFETY INFORMATION 
WARNING: This product is designed for connection to your homes water supply & mains 
power. Failure to adhere to the below points could lead to injury, flooding and/or 

product damage. 

• Prior to operation check all connections are secure. 
• This product is only suitable for use indoors, in dry environments due to the electrical 

components incorporated into the system. Use outdoors or in humid environments such as in 
close proximity to aquarium sumps can cause permanent damage to the system and/or 
personal injury due to electric shock. 

• Inspect all connections, fittings and tubes for cracks, leaks and bulging hourly for the first 6 
hours of operation following installation. Inspect every 6 months thereafter and after any 
system adjustments, replacing as necessary. 

• Always turn off the source water connection to this product when not in use to prevent flooding 
in the event of a leak. 

• Connecting this system directly to your aquarium or aquarium sump is not recommended. 
Doing so may result in the flooding of your aquarium and harm to your aquarium’s inhabitants.  

• This system is not designed to be connected directly to a float or similar valve within an 
aquarium sump. These types of valves place excessive pressure on the system and its 
electronics by causing the system to cycle rapidly between on an off cycles. This can cause 
permanent damage to the system and the risk of an electrical short. 

• It is recommended to install the system in an area with appropriate drainage to avoid flooding 
in the event of a leak. 

• Do not leave this product running and unattended for long periods of time. 
• Make sure all electrical connections are up and away from any potential leaks or spills. 
• Before making any adjustments to this product, disconnect it from mains power. 
• Make sure hands are dry before touching any electrical components. 
• In the event of a leak, turn off and disconnect it from mains power before making any 

adjustments.
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What Do I Need? 
This kit includes everything that you will need to successfully upgrade your system with an RO Booster 
Pump. 

Useful Tools 
• RO Tube Cutters or a Utility Knife 

Before You Get Started 
You will need to locate an area that you can mount the PurePro HF-8367 RO Booster Pump.  

The mounting plate which comes preinstalled on the booster pump features rubber vibration 
absorbing rubber feet. It is important that it is mounted using these feet to reduce vibration and 
noise. 

As the booster pump and associated components are electrical devices, they are only suitable for 
indoor use. Please ensure they are not exposed to liquid or used outdoors. 

IMPORTANT: Do not run the booster pump for periods greater than 3 hours. Doing so can 
cause serious and permanent damage to the pump. Allow a rest period of 1 hour between 
uses.
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Installation Instructions 
1. Ideally, the booster pump should be installed between your sediment filter and carbon 

stage, however, if this is not possible, it can also be installed before the RO system in the feed 
water line. Installing it between the sediment filter and carbon stage offers some extra 
protection to your booster pump by ensuring only filtered water passes through it, preventing 
it from becoming clogged up in future. 

2. The PurePro HF-8367 RO Booster Pump has both an inlet and outlet connector. This is 
indicated by arrows which illustrate the direction of flow. 

3. Connect your system’s white feed water inlet tube to the 1/4” Jaco style input on the booster 
pump by inserting the tube as far into the fitting as possible and tightening the nylon nut until 
no more thread can be seen. If necessary a shifter will make tightening the nut easier. 

4. Next connect one end of a tube to the output on the booster pump and tighten as per the 
previous step. Connect the other end of the tube to your RO/Di systems input connector. 

5. To complete the installation, connect the pump to the supplied AC adaptor. 

When Turning the System Back On… 
Once the pump is running on your system, you will notice a significant increase in water pressure on 
your system’s pressure gauge, typically between 80 psi and 95 psi. Your system will be producing an 
increased amount of product water and also a lower TDS than before the installation. 

Need Help? 

We are always here to help! Please get in touch with us… 

📞 1300 110 805  ✉  contact@reefpurero.com.au 
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